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With the arrival of information age and expanding of knowledge economy, 
shopping online get close to our lives more and more because of his convenience and 
high efficiency. Its development has changed greatly the form and content of business 
commercial activity. 
This system was based on the universal model of electronic commerce. It will 
become a cheap electronic product website which is easy to maintain and operate by 
using ASP and ACCESS language. It will be suitable for businessmen and be convent 
for consumer to go shopping online. This system can offer shopping online and 
electronic commerce. The trader can issue all kinds of information, and the consumer 
can know about the service and the price of the company. The consumer can purchase 
it and book it directly from this website. Meanwhile, the trader can deal with the order 
easily. This system fully embodies the character of no store floor on the internet and 
the swift, convenient and low-cost nature. 
The user thinks, at present the biggest problem is "online trading safety", the 
anxiety is not guaranteed a row in many of the issues, thus it can be seen, the user first 
on e-commerce security worries has reached the point of to be solved urgently. This 
system is based on the following five ways to escort for secure transactions. First: the 
verification code login. Prevent user information stolen. Second: modify database 
path and database suffixes, prevent database was illegal downloads. Third: the MD5 
encryption database important information. Fourth: user login information stored in 
servers, prevent local cookies stolen modify obtain login information. Fifth: code 
vulnerability safety problems.  
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